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Abstract

The purpose of this exploratory phenomenological study was to explore the influence of non-cognitive factors on academic preparedness. Interviews were conducted with a sample of underprepared college students concerning several areas of non-cognitive factors: early educational factors; personal factors; affective factors; and, non-cognitive skill factors. The students' attitudes and experiences revealed several themes concerning the influence of non-cognitive factors and academic preparedness. Findings related to textual categories indicated personal factors such as the students' experiences of coming from a broken home and family strife, or personal issues such as alcohol abuse and bad decision-making skills were possible reasons for their negative educational experiences. Additionally, their narratives about their youth suggested a lack of parental involvement in their early educational experiences. Structural theme findings suggested the malleability of non-cognitive skill factors such as their creative and practical skills, as well as affective factors, were a positive influence on the students’ motivation to continue their degree aspirations. Key findings included a creative
synthesis using cognitive/non-cognitive distinctions that emerged from a deeper understanding discovered within textual categories and structural themes. This study has several implications, as well as recommendations for improving the academic preparedness of academically underprepared college students.
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1. Introduction

The Higher Education Act (HEA) of 1965 reflected an American belief that everyone should have the opportunity to pursue a college education (Donniger, 2009). One outcome of this Act was the initiation of open-access policies that encouraged more students to attend college regardless of their academic preparedness by offering incentives of interest-free loans, part-time jobs, and need-based scholarships (Bankston, 2011; Mulvey, 2008; Salas, Portes, D'Amico, & Rios-Aguilar, 2011). While open access policies were meant to increase accessibility to higher education, an unintended result has been a substantially higher increase in academically underprepared college students (Moss & Yeaton, 2006).

There is a long-standing controversy in education about whether academic integrity and open-access policies can coexist (Donniger, 2009). Part of this controversy is based on colleges relying on only cognitive factors to assess both academically prepared and underprepared students, which may not be a reliable assessment of academic preparedness for all potential students (Moore, 2007; Schmitt Keeny, Oswald, Pleskac, Billington, Sinha, & Zorzie, 2009; Sternberg, 2008). Most colleges in the United States do not consider non-cognitive factors, such as emotional stability, social skills, and persistence, when assessing students’ academic preparedness (Boylan, 2009; Lindqvist & Vestman, 2011). Furthermore, policy discussions in the U.S. often underrate the relevance of non-cognitive factors, despite the fact that some research has suggested that looking at non-cognitive factors alongside cognitive factors can increase the assessment accuracy of students’ academic preparedness (Heckman, 2008; Schmitt et al., 2009; Sternberg, 2008). Without an accurate assessment of a college student's academic preparedness, it is impossible to design a targeted intervention that will help to address the academic needs of the underprepared (Boylan, 2009).

In order to investigate this issue further, this qualitative phenomenological study focused on the lived experiences of 16 academically underprepared students to explore the ways that non-cognitive factors influenced their academic preparedness. A better understanding of this influence may aid in developing better assessments of those students who are academically underprepared, and may help inform the development of targeted interventions for those students.

2. Literature Review

Many colleges provide higher education opportunities through open access to students who are underprepared for college-level courses (Moss & Yeaton, 2006). However, simply providing opportunity may not be sufficient to deal with academically underprepared students, who may require further development and training to integrate them into higher education better (Boylan, 2008). In order to understand the needs of underprepared college students better, Bailey (2009) argued for a restructuring of assessments to include non-cognitive abilities to address academic preparedness.

Sternberg (2007) argued that intelligence should not only be measured by cognitive ability, but should also involve the ability to successfully adapt to non-cognitive environmental challenges. He used the theory of successful intelligence as a way to explain how students compensate for
their weaknesses and adapt to their environmental challenges, and suggested that diverse gender and ethnic groups of individuals may have challenging cultural environments to overcome. As a result, they may develop practical and creative skills to survive their environment (Sternberg, 2010).

The shift in interest of research from a focus on cognitive measures to one of non-cognitive measures for student assessment is the result of a changing focus from selection and placement toward educational practice such as instruction and counseling (Gottfredson & Saklofske, 2009). Boylan (2009) used non-cognitive affective factors to assess if students had determination, autonomy, and the willingness to seek help on assignments. He urged community colleges to use assessments that triangulate non-cognitive affective factors with cognitive and personal factors for targeted interventions to help academically underprepared college students.

There have been several recent studies that have been conducted to measure the role of non-cognitive factors in education. Schmitt, et al. (2009) conducted a study in which non-cognitive assessments were used to augment the Scholastic Achievement Test (SAT) assessment. Boylan (2009) incorporated non-cognitive (i.e., affective & personal) factors with cognitive factors to develop targeted interventions for underprepared students. Sternberg (2008) focused on practical (i.e., implementing ideas) and creative skills (e.g., generating ideas) as non-cognitive factors necessary for life-skills. Griffin (2008) researched personal factors such as a missing, unemployed, or illiterate parent as risk factors for students dropping out of school. Boylan (2009) noted that personal factors such as childcare responsibilities and language barriers can influence homework study habits. Other researchers such as Fewell and Deutscher (2004) determined that early educational factors or maternal responsivity are influential non-cognitive factors which contribute to academic preparedness.

2.1 Non-cognitive Assessments

The SAT and the American College Testing (ACT) assessment are two standardized tests that have monopolized the college admissions process in the United States, and are used to assess analytical skills and memory (Sternberg, 2010; Burlison, Murphy, & Dwyer, 2009). However, these cognitive skills make up only a few of the many skills that are necessary for college preparedness (Sternberg, 2010). Early educational researchers believed that a combination of narrow and broad cognitive abilities contributed to a general factor of intelligence (g-factor) (Van Der Veer, 2007). However, more recent research has suggested that non-cognitive factors are equally as important to college students’ academic preparedness as cognitive skills. In studying the relationship between high IQ scores and non-cognitive skills, Borghans, Meijers, and Weel (2008) discovered that behaviors such as self-discipline and motivation are essential non-cognitive factors affecting cognitive test scores. Additionally, the non-cognitive factor of persistence suggested that an individuals’ perseverance accounted for successful educational retention (Duckworth, Peterson, Matthews, & Kelly, 2007).

Schmitt et al. (2009) demonstrated that non-cognitive measures incrementally increase the assessment accuracy of freshman students’ academic preparedness during college admission when added to standard cognitive tests. Non-cognitive factors related to intrinsic motivation
have a positive association with academic persistence (Kaufman & Dodge, 2009). Other research has found that many learning issues were the result of a mismatch between the dominant culture (i.e., cultural norms within public education) and the children’s natural abilities (i.e., language & home cultural norms), leading to a disconnect between a student's natural non-cognitive talents and the public education system that values cognitive abilities (Vygotsky, 1978).

When academic advisors combine cognitive assessment data with non-cognitive information, the ability to focus educational interventions towards underprepared students increases (Boylan, 2009). Non-cognitive measures incrementally increase the assessment accuracy of freshman students’ academic preparedness during college admission when added to standard cognitive tests (Schmitt, et al., 2009). Additionally, non-cognitive measures can increase the assessment accuracy of cognitive measures while increasing gender and ethnic diversity as well. One study of 222 students demonstrated that connectedness to teachers and importance of activities was positively related to intrinsic motivation. Further, those non-cognitive factors related to intrinsic motivation have a positive association with academic persistence (Kaufman & Dodge, 2009).

Despite the wealth of research on non-cognitive factors and assessments, little research has been conducted from the perspective of college students themselves (Reid & Moore, 2008). The gap in the literature is noticeable when combining different areas of non-cognitive factors to discover the ways that they each influence college students’ academic preparedness. Prior research has looked at specific non-cognitive factors such as creative and practical skill factors relative to standardized testing (Sternberg, 2008), as well as affective factors and personal factors relative to cognitive assessments (Boylan, 2009). However, no research to date has combined many different areas of non-cognitive factors to discover the ways they influence academic preparedness.

3. Methods

In this study, qualitative phenomenological research methods were used to explore the ways that several non-cognitive factors have influenced college students’ academic preparedness. By integrating aspects of interpretive phenomenological analysis structural themes, a modified combination of Giorgi’s (1985) and Moustakas’s (1994) phenomenological methods were used to discover the essence of college students’ academic experience.

3.1 Participants

The participants in this study consisted of 16 academically underprepared college students from a four-year college in the Southwest. The participants were from a variety of ethnic groups including Hispanic, White, Native American, and African American. Over half of the participant self-identified as Hispanic. All participants were enrolled in below college level courses at the college at the time of the study, and were over the age of 18.

3.2 Data Collection

The data in this study emerged from an analysis of in-depth, semi-structured interviews that were individually conducted with 16 underprepared college students. Interviews lasted between 30 minutes and an hour. The audio-recorded interviews were subsequently transcribed
Participants were asked about their lived experiences related to non-cognitive factors including personal factors (relationship to parents, parental unemployment, parental literacy); affective factors, (attitude towards learning, willingness to make an extra effort, willingness to seek help); non-cognitive skill factors (creativity and practical skills); and, early educational factors (educational experiences from pre-K through high school). The study aimed to answer the central research question: In what ways do non-cognitive factors as perceived and experienced by underprepared college students influence their academic preparedness? Five sub-questions helped to inform the answer to the central research question: (1) How do academically underprepared college students perceive their lived college experience? (2) What are the early educational experiences of academically underprepared college before and during K-12? (3) What are the experiences of academically underprepared students that may help or hinder their education? (4) What are the experiences of academically underprepared college students related to affective factors such as overcoming the challenges they face in obtaining a college degree? and, (5) What influences do creativity and practical skills have on academic preparedness?

Open-ended interview questions were developed from the main research questions with the purpose of understanding how the students' experiences with non-cognitive factors influenced their academic preparedness.

3.3 Analysis

Data analysis included integrating aspects of interpretive phenomenological analysis (IPA) such as commonalities, divergent perspective, and convergent perspective as explicated by Pringle, Drummond, McLafferty, and Hendry (2011), which included aspects of Moustakas’s (1994) and Giorgi’s (1985) phenomenological methods. In essence the analysis included: Acknowledging bias at appropriate moments; using NVivo 8 software to develop preconfigured categories; developing textual categories; developing structural themes with IPA aspects; and, synthesizing the relevant concepts.

Prior to analysis, a digital text of transcripts was inserted into the qualitative analysis software, and labeled with each participant’s pseudonym. The software was essential for storage of similar participants’ significant statements in manually created preconfigured categories, which aligned with the research sub-questions. Iterative readings of key phrases within every preconfigured category were followed by thoughtful reflection and using software queries to cluster similar significant statements.

Structural themes emerged through a similar inductive process of manually relating significant statements to the research questions in a discovery process. Additionally, aspects of IPA such as commonalities, divergent perspective, and convergent perspective were sought and found within significant statements to become themes as well. Through iterative readings of textual
categories and structural themes, a creative synthesis adapted to the study was an attempt to make visible what was previously invisible.

4. Results

The initial interview transcriptions and resulting coding emanated from the research sub-questions and consisted of five preconfigured categories: college experiences; early educational factors; personal factors; affective factors; and, non-cognitive skill factors. Further streamlining and clustering significant statements resulted in four textual categories: lived experiences before K-12; lived experiences during K-12; lived experiences during college; and, non-cognitive factors. After further analysis, textual categories, structural themes, and integrated aspects of interpretive phenomenological analysis resulted in a creative synthesis of academic underpreparedness using four cognitive/non-cognitive distinctions of preparedness and underpreparedness. Structural themes are described within the discussion of each major category.

4.1 Current College Experiences

College experiences were positive for most participants. Using probing questions and imagination, participants’ descriptions revealed an implicit structure of their college experience, such as being informed of available services and guidance for career planning.

While participants reported having good experiences during college, most learned about the availability of college support services through other students or instructors, rather than from the admissions counter. Serena noted, “I can be honest with you, most of the programs here, I have found out from other students.” In addition, Delores reported, “I didn’t – don’t remember ever getting anything from them.”

Students with learning disabilities reported obtaining information immediately during admissions. Phil said, "The first person I talked to was the lady of special needs. She was the one that set my courses. She’s my advisor for now.” However, after further probing, he explained that his mother was the one who found out about the services. In reference to the theme of guidance for career planning, John shared that he was motivated to plan for the future. He recalled, " We had little support groups within our own classes, and we thought what are you going to do? Where are you going from this? What do you want to do?" However, other students did not have this same experience. Tanya stated, “I don’t really recall anything right now… information access is definitely an issue on the campus.”

4.2 Experiences Related to Early Educational Factors Before and During K-12

The exploration into this category suggested themes such as teacher involvement and parental involvement as the underlying structure. In reference to teacher involvement, Rachel reported, “Um, without their support and their understanding I probably would have never made it an effort to um, you know, there, to um, learn the way I did." Josephine recalled, "When I was in high school, I had a teacher – my English teacher, and she motivated me to write, write, and write.” However, these instances of teacher involvement were sporadic and most participants’ experiences were negative concerning K-12. For instance, Delores explained, “K-12 you pretty
much sat there, be quiet and it was almost like they were drilling something into you rather than letting you show the willingness of wanting to learn.” Laura reported, “Junior High as it was – as it was called back then was really hard because there was no one at school who really wanted to take the time to help me, and at home there was nobody.”

However, while participants experienced some teacher involvement, most participants were not receiving much parental involvement at their home. As Rachel recalled, "I never had parents or adults to follow through on my education… that’s where my failure started in my education." She also noted that, “…teachers had more of an impact on me… I grew up with my Mom who had a lot of medical and mental problems.” James explained, “My father was an alcoholic, so he was never around…and my mom worked two jobs and she was a single parent with a mortgage and a car payment.”

4.3 Personal Factors That May Help or Hinder Educational Experiences

For this theme, participants were asked to describe a personal issue that either helped or hindered their ability to obtain a college degree. Jackie noted that her biggest issue toward obtaining a degree was “financial aid probably ’cause my mom doesn’t work right now. She’s on disability and stuff and my father, um, are currently unemployed.” Also, some participants did not have a place to live. Laura explained, “I needed somewhere to live, and I was willing to live in the park, and come over here during the day, you know leave my dog outside parked, you know tied up so that I could go.” Apollo reported, “I was like, homeless for, like, about a month. I had to stay in my girlfriend’s car because I didn’t have anywhere to stay; I had no money at the time." Although she was from a two-parent family, Jane reported family health issues in her home and as the oldest child she often cared for her mother. She said that she, "...had to play second mother because either my mom was sick or she was giving birth." She dropped out of school in the tenth grade because of family issues, which may have led to her academic underpreparedness.

Delores mentioned that her, "...high school years were not pleasant. I dropped out cause I was – I was not happy and I wasn’t learning anything in school cause I – I just hated getting up and going to school." Rachel reported “I wish they would have stressed to me more of the uh, taking it more of accountability and responsibility…it would have made it easier for me to stay in school. . . I never had parents or adults to follow through on my education.”

Participants also reported that their own poor behaviors affected their academic preparedness. Serena reported a lack of guidance throughout her K-12 experience and eventually began drinking alcohol at age 13. Rachel added, "I regret the fact that I should have been in school rather than…falling through the cracks." Josephine noted, “What I love about my dad is, even though he drinks a lot, he’s always around…I was kind of like a trouble maker.”

Conversely, some participants reported they had supportive families in which their parents controlled their education, or gave them incentives for good grades, and made them do chores around the home. For instance, Henry acknowledged, “My father control my education… he tells me like you going to take English… I say okay because anyway I have to go."
John added, “We were always active at home and there were a lot of chores.” These participants’ lived experience were not the norm but do support the notion of an implicit complex structure that influences academic preparedness, as these participants reported only a few negative family issues.

4.4 Affective Factors Used in Overcoming Educational Challenges

Participants were asked to describe how they will overcome the challenges they face in obtaining a college degree. Based on the data, this issue suggested that structural themes such as confidence/self esteem; perseverance/determination, and self-regulation were influential toward academic preparedness.

Concerning perseverance/determination, Jane proclaimed, “I have set my mind to finish up what I started…I’m very determined…I’m up till all hours trying to study.” Serena added that she, "...raised two children, lost one, and kept dusting myself and getting right back up…Sometimes I spend six, seven hours at the computer studying… I’m very determined to finish…"

Rachel noted, “I’ve had to learn through those struggles and be determined…I am determined to, to finish this education, even if it takes me longer than the 4 years. Tanya reported, “I’m very resilient and adapt well… perseverance is key.”

Participants’ perseverance/determination may have had some influence on their confidence/self esteem. Frank noted, “I’m more outgoing and outspoken and I have self confidence…without self confidence it will be hard to succeed in a college because you are on your own.” Rachel acknowledged that, “...one of the things that I look on once I get my degree is my self esteem.” When completed, James added, “I’ll feel good about myself.” David described his eventual degree completion as “a sense of personal fulfillment.”

Participants overwhelmingly indicated that they had the perseverance and motivation to overcome their academic underpreparedness. For example, Jane proclaimed, “I have set my mind to finish up what I started…I’m up till all hours trying to study.” Frank had a 5-year plan. He said, "My first step is obtaining my Associate’s, which I will get within a year, and then I’ll get my Bachelor’s 2 years later and if everything goes great, I would like to go on for my Master’s and get my CPA in Accounting. Josephine noted, “I will not let obstacles get to me, no matter what.”

These affective factors of determination and perseverance converged with college support services in helping participants to overcome having little family emotional and financial support. Rachel noted that, “...if I wouldn’t have the ability of financial aid it would be rough.” Delores, another participant with family issues, was adamant about her college support services. She said, “I’m getting tutoring for my algebra, and it’s awesome.”

One participant provided evidence of having knowledge of their self-regulation abilities but referred to it as self control, and another participant referred to it as having control over his direction in life. For instance, David noted, “...there’s a certain, certain level of self-control, I guess, that I have over myself for, uh, pushing past the procrastination and getting that work
done." John added, "I also was told I can change direction any time, which is true. By being told that, I was actually informed that they don’t have a direction for you. You choose that." These statements may have significance because awareness of information about personal abilities such as choosing your own direction in life or knowledge of self-control may influence academic preparedness.

4.5 The Influence of Creativity and Practical Skills on Academic Preparedness

To explore this issue, participants were asked to describe educational experiences in which a teacher inspired them to think creatively or use practical skills. Finding suggest that participants coming into college may need to have an intrinsic reason to pursue the rigors of education, and the lack of creativity they felt in the classroom implies something important was missing in education. Delores noted, "I think being creative is very important. I think it helps the cognitive skills along, whereas if you just have the cognitive without the creation, then it doesn’t come together." Apollo provided his insight on the issues when he said, "I can count the amount of people I see inspired by learning and developing their mental capacity and it would not be that much…education is not what it should be… I think that’s where, um, uh, there’s like a bridge – a broken bridge in a sense." Rachel revealed, “I think that it’s important for teachers to inspire their students, to figure out a way for our students to stay in school.”

Participants also stressed that they become engaged more in academics through activities that maintain their interest. Lydia commented, “With my biology, even though it’s difficult with lecture, or it’s boring with the lecture, the lab is so much fun because it’s hands on." She further mentioned that, "...my junior teacher, she like – she would give us an essay that we had to make up a story, so it made me think of my gosh, this is like so much fun, I wanna actually keep doing this because it's enjoyable." In another example Phil added, "The one class that does give me a way to express myself is my photography class…I have so many different ideas, like movies, music – everything in my mind.”

Using a divergent perspective, it was found that most of the participants had a positive viewpoint of the importance of creative and practical skills, but at least one participant had a negative viewpoint. Frank noted, “I believe you need to be well rounded in order to survive in this kind of world we live in today." John added “Creative skills? Well, they help you and they’re very important because they actually solve problems for you – your own creativity can solve a problem.”

4.6 Creative Synthesis of Academic Underpreparedness

The creative synthesis of academic underpreparedness was developed by using cognitive and non-cognitive distinctions to reveal four types of academic preparedness and underpreparedness: Cognitively Prepared/Non-cognitively Prepared; Cognitively Prepared/Non-cognitively Underprepared; Cognitively Underprepared/Non-cognitively Prepared; and, Cognitively Underprepared/Non-cognitively Underprepared.

The term cognitively prepared was operationalized as participants’ metacognitive ability to plan (e.g., home-schooling their children, planning a business, or planning entrance into a university). The term non-cognitively prepared was operationalized as participants’
self-regulation ability to control their behavioral choices (i.e., control of thoughts, attention, and actions), which may result from family support. Self-regulation and metacognitive skills may provide a deeper understanding, which may help educational leadership understand how to address academic underpreparedness. This portion of the study accounted for the complexity between academic preparedness and underpreparedness.

4.6.1 Cognitively Prepared/Non-cognitively Prepared

The cognitively prepared/non-cognitively prepared distinction implied academic preparedness in both constructs. For example, the data results revealed that John had home-schooled his daughter and he was merely going to college and taking noncredit courses to give his daughter a sense of security while she was attending college. John noted, "I came with her because her not being ever in a classroom was a little scary for her, and I said, 'Don’t worry, I'll go with you…' even though I’ve already got my diploma and stuff, but they didn’t care so it was all right."

Innovations linking below college level courses and college level courses should address the presence of this type of student, not to separate the student, but to allow this student to work as a paid informal student mentor. As part of institutional practice, outreach activities may offer faculty training to understand the dynamics of different types of academic underpreparedness as well as provide stipends for students acting as informal mentors.

4.6.2 Cognitively Prepared/Non-cognitively Underprepared

In this distinction, cognitively prepared/non-cognitively underprepared respectively equated to meta-cognitive preparedness and underpreparedness in self-regulation skills. In one example, Tanya tested out of high school at the age of 16 and obtained an AA degree soon afterward. However, 14 years later she decided to return to college for a BA degree. She noted that, "...having to be divorced and trying to negotiate things with my youngest child is probably one of my biggest issues that’s kept me from graduating." Her personal issue made her an at-risk student in college and qualified her as non-cognitively underprepared.

In addition, Frank was cognitively prepared because he entered a selective university directly after graduating from high school. However, his alcohol problem led to his dropping out of college. This suggests that he was an at-risk student and therefore non-cognitively underprepared. If Frank were to abstain from alcohol, he would have a greater chance of succeeding in college due to his strong family and school affiliations. Tanya and Frank were both cognitively prepared but non-cognitively underprepared, which may have lowered their ability to control their behavioral choices (i.e., control of thoughts, attention, and actions).

These cognitively prepared students also provided leadership skills at the college. John indicated that he was providing informal tutoring for other academically underprepared students. Frank indicated he was the president of a student organization at the college. Tanya mentioned that she belonged to an Honor Society at the college, and that she attended project planning meetings to help the community. These participants were cognitively prepared.
Nonetheless, two participants were non-cognitively underprepared to self-regulate. Frank had to stay away from drinking alcohol and Tanya had a troublesome alcoholic ex-spouse and children, which presented scheduling issues. While they may become good basic skill mentors, they may need additional training with self-regulation to assist them with becoming non-cognitively prepared. This finding was consistent with Vukman and Licardo (2010), who advocated using self-regulation to find alternatives when encountering obstacles to one’s goals. Berger (2011) implied that interventions focused on self-regulation such as setting goals, monitoring self-progress, and note taking were a form of self-regulated learning in which learners become aware of their limitations and strengths and become proactive in their learning. Innovative institutional outreach may provide these students with an improved ability to make behavioral choices, set goals, and monitor self-progress.

4.6.3 Cognitively Underprepared/Non-cognitively Prepared

The cognitively underprepared/non-cognitively prepared distinction was defined as metacognitively underprepared with self-regulation preparedness. However, while assessing participants for this distinction, it was discovered that some participants who may have been non-cognitively underprepared during K-12 were non-cognitively prepared during their entry into college due to increased family support.

In Jane’s circumstance, the family health issues that held her back during her K-12 experience were absent during college, therefore, her family supported her college aspirations. Henry had strong family support from the beginning, and he was only cognitively underprepared because of his not being fluent in English. He noted, "...like math, physics and chemistry, I’m really good at that, but the good thing here is like they prepare you for talking." Because of his strong family support, Henry met the criteria of non-cognitively prepared to overcome his cognitive language difficulties.

Lydia was cognitively underprepared because of her not receiving the extra support needed for her learning disability during most of her early educational experiences, but that changed during high school. Although she was from a broken home during K-12, she presently has strong family support from her mother, aunt, and uncle, which makes her non-cognitively prepared to overcome her learning disability challenges.

These participants were potentially meta-cognitively underprepared but non-cognitively prepared to self-regulate their behavioral choice processes. Interestingly, of the four participants in this distinction, three participants were from stable two-parent families with reported family issues in one family. However, these issues were health issues not family strife. One possible common reason for these four participants' academic underpreparedness may be a subpar K-12 educational system. However, this reason has not been validated.

The students in this category may need cognitive improvement. However, the literature suggests that focusing merely on cognitive improvement may be ineffective. Heckman (2008) revealed cognitive improvement alone was largely ineffective for adults because of low cognitive brain malleability during late adolescence and adulthood, which may indicate a need for outreach training in metacognitive skills. Metacognitive skills are a way for students with
low cognitive intelligence quotient (IQ) to compensate and become academically prepared (Dunlosky & Metcalfe, 2009). Innovative institutional outreach may provide these students with stipends as an informal non-cognitive skills mentor.

4.6.4 Cognitively Underprepared/Non-cognitively Underprepared

This distinction was defined as academically underprepared in both metacognitive and self-regulation skills. The only discernible difference between this group of participants and the other groups was that 78% of participants in this distinction were from broken families. Although a two-parent family does not guarantee the cognitive or non-cognitive preparedness of the participant, it does suggest an improved chance that participants may have preparedness in one of these two cognitive/non-cognitive distinctions.

Most participants were underprepared in both cognitive and non-cognitive distinctions, which may suggest a lack of self-regulation and meta-cognitive skills. For example, Serena was a high school dropout from a broken home but returned to obtain a college degree within seven years of dropping out. She was cognitively underprepared because of this long absence from school. She noted, “I got straight into algebra and I hadn’t taken a math class in quite some time so, it was a little difficult.” She was non-cognitively underprepared because of a personal issue (i.e., drinking alcohol from the age of 13 years) and she admitted, “...to creating my own obstacles for many years.” While Serena may have stopped drinking alcohol during college, she also has very little family support, which potentially qualifies her as an at-risk student and non-cognitively underprepared.

Josephine was from a broken home and the father of her daughter was alcoholic. Because of a lack of family support, she was seen as an at-risk student and non-cognitively underprepared for college. Rachel was a high school dropout during the 10th grade but returned to school 20 years later. She was cognitively underprepared because of the long period away from school. She also lacked self-esteem. She noted, “One of the things that I look on once I get my degree is my self esteem.” As a student with a learning disability and from a broken family, Rachel was seen as an at-risk student and therefore non-cognitively underprepared for college.

Delores was categorized as cognitively underprepared because she was a high school dropout who returned after 19 years from school. She noted, “It’s – um, I’m learning a lot more, I mean, whereas before I didn’t have – I didn’t feel there was a reason for – for what we were doing.” She was non-cognitively underprepared because she has no family support and she has a tendency to make bad decisions. She mentioned that, she, "...dropped out cause I was – I was not happy and I wasn’t learning anything in school cause I – I just hated getting up and going to school.”

Jackie was from a broken family with at least one abusive parent, but managed to graduate from high school and go directly to college. In addition, she used many tutoring services, which was the reason for her classification as cognitively underprepared for college level coursework.

Apollo graduated from high school and went directly into college. However, he is not fluent in English, which resulted in his being cognitively underprepared. He was also from a broken family, and was living out of his girlfriend’s car at the beginning of college. Apollo noted “I
had to stay in my girlfriend’s car because I didn’t have anywhere to stay; I had no money at the time.” He was non-cognitively underprepared because of this reason.

5. Discussion

5.1 Structural Themes

Giorgi (1985) described structural themes as building the structure of participants’ experiences within the phenomenon. In this study, the structure of the phenomenon was built by using the research sub-questions as a guide and iterative readings of every invariant constitute within textual categories. The structural themes uncovered in this study revealed several important issues concerning the influence of non-cognitive factors on academic preparedness.

The students' early experiences during grades K-12 were suggestive of mainly negative influence on college students’ academic preparedness. Providing internships for K-12 students and invitations to parents of K-12 students to attend program events would help develop linkages and relationships with external parties for improving students’ academic preparedness. Despite their negative early academic experiences, participants indicated mainly positive experiences while attending college. However, they were not informed of available services or guidance for career planning at the admissions counter. Levin, Cox, Cerven, and Haberler (2010) recommended that colleges connect every curriculum offered to students with student support services.

The findings of this study also suggest that personal factors may hinder academic preparedness. By including personal factors with cognitive factors during the academic assessment of new students, academic advisors can appropriately target student interventions. As suggested by Griffin (2008), underprepared students may need an encouraging academic environment to prepare them academically and to promote their self worth. As the findings of this study suggest, self-worth, self-confidence, and determination are important affective factors for students to utilize in overcoming challenges in obtaining their degrees. Bailey (2009) found that using only cognitive training within developmental education may account for only minimal degree attainment. Using an instructional specialist with a committee of students as constituents may help with this issue.

Creativity and practical skills were suggestive of ways non-cognitive skill factors have a positive influence on the academic preparedness of underprepared college students. Participants may need to learn to integrate creative skills and practical skills with cognitive skills to accomplish successfully accomplish their academic goals, and develop self-control. This finding is consistent with Sternberg’s (2008) contention that a set of integrated skills is necessary for individuals to become successful in obtaining their goals. Thematic findings suggested a disconnection between cognitive skills and non-cognitive skills, leading to a need for public educational leadership to acknowledge the equal importance of non-cognitive skills.

5.2 Creative Synthesis Discussion

Most of the participants in the study were in the cognitively underprepared/non-cognitively underprepared category. The participants’ statements and the literature review suggest that
personal issues contribute to inconsistent actions and lack of goal setting during the K-12 experience. Morisano and Shore (2010) implied self-regulation may provide the basis for persistent action and further implicated personal goal setting as a direct engagement to address academic underpreparedness. Outreach programs may need to focus on students’ self-regulation skills, meta-cognitive skills, and cognitive skills, as these skills provide a foundation for academic preparedness.

Since this category represents students who experience both cognitive and non-cognitive underpreparedness, it may represent a more challenging level of academic underpreparedness. Those who are classified within this category may require alternative perspectives, where self-regulation becomes a balance between cognitive control and emotional arousal. Students’ awareness of an optimal balance may improve their academic preparedness. Vukman and Licardo (2010), argued that self-regulation of meta-cognitive skills was an important indicator of academic preparedness. They suggest that outreach programs to students should include the self-regulated learning strategies of planning, monitoring, regulation, and, reflection, and linking them to academic achievement outcomes. The formation of these non-cognitive auxiliary skills may become a viable solution for improving academic preparedness.

6. Research Limitations

The research findings were only generalizable to colleges that have similar diverse ethnic populations of academically underprepared college students. In addition, the small sample size of 16 underprepared college participants was a limitation. Although the current study may not be fully generalizable to the larger population, it was an important step toward establishing ways that non-cognitive factors may influence students’ under-regulated emotional system, thereby influencing their academic preparedness.

7. Recommendations

Based on textual categories, structural themes, and creative synthesis, the first recommendation is to make learning enjoyable with less focus on lecturing while demonstrating practical, creative, and cognitive skills to develop life skills. Mathews (2010) reported students exhibited apathetic behaviors when a lack of hands-on activities and a lack of personal support were evident in the classroom. The current exploratory study revealed that these non-cognitive factors may have an integral and implicit complex structure of influence on academic preparedness.

The second recommendation entails providing self-regulation knowledge support for every student. This may improve students’ metacognitive planning skills, which may enhance their academic preparedness. According to Vukman and Licardo (2009), self-regulation of metacognitive skills is an important indicator of academic preparedness. Dunlosky and Metcalfe (2009) suggested students with a low IQ may compensate and become academically prepared through their non-cognitive skills. Leadership in education may increase retention rates as well as improve the learning potentials of all students by making them aware of their self-regulation and meta-cognitive abilities, and training them to improve these abilities.
The third recommendation entails providing college support services for every student, whether they seem to need it or not as a way to greet every student with a supportive and cohesive education atmosphere. While colleges offer many important support services, not all students become aware of these services during their enrollment period. Bailey (2009) noted both academically prepared and academically unprepared students have difficulty with their classes and recommended providing information about assistance for every student.

8. Conclusion

This exploratory study focused on the influences of non-cognitive factors on college students’ academic preparedness from the academically underprepared college student’s perspective. The results of this study indicate how non-cognitive factors influence college students’ academic preparedness in a variety of complex ways.

Just as the Binet questionnaire became the foundation for IQ testing, non-cognitive questionnaires could become the foundation for new cognitive/non-cognitive life skills tests that would consider both non-cognitive and cognitive factors. The possibility of using non-cognitive factors combined with cognitive factors as the foundation for U.S. public education policy may require future research to deal with the ever-growing population of underprepared adolescents and adults entering college. Research into how non-cognitive factors affect self-regulation and meta-cognitive skills among the developmental periods of late adolescence and adults could benefit from future research, as self-regulation and metacognition may help academic underprepared college students compensate for low IQ.
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